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But look at her next sentence: "It is as if my own intensity draws what is best and deepest right out of them"
â€”as if they owed the emergence of their best and their deepest to me. The responses of Bettelheim and
Rosenfeld show that the effort to transcend the truth of Anne Frank has failed; which, in turn, is evidence that
we have not found a way to confront the Holocaust and yet endure. The controlled popularity of her diary,
which has made Frank famous for her assertions of an unfailing belief in the kindness of mankind while
shying away from her more unpleasant but typical adolescent angers, has led to accusations of its misuse and
sanitization of history. First, in the existing approaches to the Holocaust diaries there is very little
consideration of the generic features of the diary as such; as already indicated, when diaries get discussed or
listed in bibliographies, they are often grouped together with memoirs and autobiographies. Power and wealth
bred corruption and the government sanctioned the corruption for a cut of the profits. Fairy tales are given a
bad reputation because of the mature themes in them Having discharged his obligations to his family's
business, Bettelheim returned as a mature student in his thirties to the University of Vienna. And they are
rarely approached as Jewish texts that bear implications for an understanding of Jewish life and tradition, that
is, of Jewish existence as a category of being. Bettelheim was arrested on May 28, and was imprisoned in both
these camps for ten and half months before being released on April 14,  The Information Super-Highway is
my community. The diary becomes a portal through which the diarist inserts himself into a life that is
otherwise closed off to him by the horizon of time. Everyone has read one as a child, and that is exactly what
they are: books for children. Joseph Kermish. Evidence of the witness's experiences seems to have been
supplantedâ€”not deliveredâ€”by his text"  In the essay, the author points out that most of the other Jewish
families who did decide to go into hiding did so separately, so if one family member were to get caught, the
others still might have a chance As "the completed precipitate of each day," the diary is written, in a sense, by
the day itself, even as the day derives its significance from the writing of the diary. New York : Stein and Day,
 An ancient, much-enduring people can find comfort in historic parallelsâ€¦. Bettelheim claims he is not
criticizing Mr. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France,  After the Shoah, he asserts in his entry for 10 October ,
"either humanity would be Judaic, or it would be idolatrous-German" â€”either yehidutiyt or
germaniyt-eliyliyt in his Hebrew , suggesting an embrace either of the truth or of the lie, either of meaning or
of the void. Through the diarist's conscientious engagement in a testimony for the sake of a future. At the first
level, Boyne himself embarks upon an imaginative journey that explores a possible scenario in relation to
Auschwitz In order to fetch meaning from the void, the diarist returns meaning to words. A wish to see and to
hear and to be present, to worm out all of life's secrets, to observe with detachment what people look like in
their last convulsions" , italics added. And if we need not be appalled, then Bettelheim's complaint about the
stage production of Anne Frank's diary applies even more so to Hillesum's diary: we can forget about
Auschwitz. One interesting topic that Nettl talk about was how we react towards composer today and our
reaction on dealing with them in our life as musicians, and how people who are not as educated in music deal
with composers such as Beethoven and Mozart. Bergen-Belsen Tagebuch. God, for example, invariably finds
His way into the Holocaust diary in its concern for prayer, holy days, and the sanctification of life; like the
Jew himself, this Jewish diary cannot do without the relation to the God of Abraham, whether it manifests
itself in Anne Frank's observance of the Sabbath or in Moshe Flinker's vision of a messianic age. The cover of
the book gave away little of the plot, allowing the reader to discover just what it was about while they were
reading it. Julius E. So, while there was not a lot new to me in Prose's book, it was nice to have my ideas
'validated' by her. While the Holocaust diarist responds to a horror in order to recover some shred of life,
Hillesum voyeuristically and vicariously experiences this or that as part of a strictly internal structure of her
self. This is why Wiesel warns us: "Consideration for others must precede scholarship. Bruno goes though a
tough time and bad situations that help influence his actions, feelings, and words, though his life, and holds
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him hostage within himself Yet there are linguistic differences among the diaries, which in this study
originally appear in Dutch, German, Romanian, Hungarian, Russian, Polish, Yiddish, and Hebrew. It is a
means of returning the sand to the empty hourglass. They Made Their Souls Anew. It never happened.


